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In our secular horizon, in which the existence of God
is no longer taken for granted but understood as one
among many options, asking the God question in a
public way is as challenging as it is relevant. In A
Public God, Neil Onnerod explores natural theology,
which asks 'the God question' without seeking 'to
draw upon any particular religious tradition or revela-
tion. ' (1) In chapter l Omierod discusses objections to
natural theology, including the post-Kantian disquali-
fication of all but 'scientific' discourse about material

reality from the realm of the reasonable and tme.
From the Christian side, theologians like Barth re5ect
any attempt to know God without appealing to revela-
tion, as a road to an idol god. Ormerod also discusses
contemporary Christian natural theologians such as
Swinburne, Plantinga, Craig, Moreland, McGrath, and
Lonergan. By the chapter's end, it is clear that he will
be following Lonergan's approach.

In chapter 2, Omierod deals with the nature of
proof and reasoning, with the aim of situating the
metaphysical proof for God in relation to proof in
math and science. His main point is that arguments
in any field require the acquisition of education
and skills for their meaning and tmth to be
grasped. Thus, Ormerod thinks we should 'discard
the assumption that "any person on the street"
should be able to follow' an argument for God.
(42) It is this lack of 'orientation and skills' needed
to make sense of Aquinas that leads Dawkins to a
'two-page dismissal' of the five ways. (34)

Thus, in chapter 3, Ormerod discusses an impor-
tant 'orientation' needed to grasp the meaning and
success of Lonergan's proof for God, namely, intel-
lectual conversion. The proof-which holds that
because reality is completely intelligible, God
exists-is a major stumbling block to those who do
not identify reality with what is known through
intelligence and reason. Ormerod's primary inter-
locutors, proponents of natural science, often make
the mistake of thinking that reality is equivalent to
the sensible, even if their concrete performance
contradicts this assumption. An Augustinian con-
version from reality as the 'already-out-there-now'
(64) to reality as the intelligently affirmable pro-

vides a horizon open to non-sensible reality and
the claim that being is intelligible.

In chapter 4, Ornnerod verifies the existence of
Unrestricted Understanding. This is a matter of
defending, first, Lonergan's major premise: if reali(y
is completely intelligible, God exists. Only Unlimited
Understanding, because it answers all intelligent ques-
tions, provides a reason why there is something rather
than nothing that does not raise further questions and
}eave existence an unintelligible bmte fact. The minor
premise-reality is completely intelligible-is known
by intellectual conversion.

Chapter s turns to moral conversion. While the new
atheists may be themselves morally converted, they
try to reduce the moral to the biological. However, the
vcry fact that Dawkins proposes an argument presup-
poses an 'irnplicit teleology' (107) that the rcader
should freely decide in accord with intelligence and
reason. Biological evolution 'might explain why we
do do something, but it cannot explain why we should
do something.' (111) If moral goodness is acting in
accord with intelligence and reason, God is the
Supreme Good, whose freedom does not compete
with ours. (120, 123-126)

Chapter 6 argues that natural theological dis-
coursc about God and morality, because it 'does
not draw on any special claims within the religious
tradition,' (139) is open to being included in politi-
cal discourse, without theocracy resulting.

Chapter 7 argucs that God's existence is compatible
with evil. The hemt of Omierod's response is the
Augustinian identification of evil with a lack of suffi-
cient reason for a chosen action. Thus, evil is intrinsi-

cally unintelligible and not the product of Unrestricted
Understanding. (164) Ormerod thinks God's goodness
and evil's often good consequences (e.g., sorrow, for-
giveness) provide philosophical reasons for holding
that God's permission of evil is accompanied by a
divine solution that brings meaning and goodness out
of it. However, he admits that investigating the imple-
mentation of this solution would move beyond natural
theology to the analysis of historical religions. (173)

In his later work, Lonergan argues that natural
theology should explicitly reflect on religious
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experience, on what Christians call grace. While
Ormerod acknowledges that grace is likely a condi-
tion for even natural knowledge of God, (25) he
wisely prescinds from such reflection in this book.
It is not as if reflecting on religious experience
explicitly depends on revelation, which would goes
beyond natural theology. Hovvever, Ormerod's
intended audience includes the new atheists, who

might find unrestricted love and religious experi-
ence a laughable starting point. By basing his

argumentation for God on Lonergan's early work
in Insight, Orrnerod can effectively communicate
with scientific-minded people for whom the
intelligibility of reality might be easier to acknowl-
edge. Thus, this work not only serves as commen-
tary on Insight, but it is valuable for any honest
inquirer into what God is, whether the evidence for
God is sufficient, and why it matters.
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